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Potato peel pie was a wartime concoction. It was a pie made with 

mashed potato as a filling, beetroot to give a sweet flavour and a crust of 
potato peelings. Not to everyone’s taste but a delicacy when food was short. 
And to some of the islanders of Guernsey, the pie became a symbol of 
resistance to the Occupation during the second world war. Armed with the 
love of books shared at the literary meetings, the islanders found a way to 
make the unbearable bearable. Mary Ann Shaffer’s novel shows that 
reading together can be an antidote to hardship and suffering. 

 
The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society began as a spur-

of-the-moment alibi. Its “members” were discovered breaking curfew by the 
German occupation forces.Elizabeth McKenna, a feisty and unconventional 
islander, convinced the German soldiers that the “members” had been so 
engrossed in discussing books that they had forgotten the time. German 
respect for culture saved the day. Collections of books were frantically 
assembled and the society was born. Many of the “members” were 
reluctant readers but gradually the curfew breakers grew to love literature. 
They were a charming, funny, deeply human cast of characters, from pig 
farmers to phrenologists. And the potato peel pie was established as an 
important part of the meetings. 

 
One of the members Dawsey Adams discovered the writing of 

Charles Lamb, and came across the name Juliet Ashton written inside one 
of his books. In post war Guernsey it was still hard to obtain books and 
Dawsey wrote to Juliet Ashton in London asking her for help. Thus started 
the correspondence between the islanders and Juliet Ashton. As Juliet and 
her new correspondent exchanged letters, Juliet was drawn into the world 
of this man and his friends - and what a wonderfully eccentric world it was: 
a real contrast to the sophisticated life Juliet was leading. 

 
In 1946 London was emerging from the shadows of the Second 

World War, and writer Juliet Ashton was looking for her next book subject. 
Who would have imagined that she would find it in a letter from a man she 
had never met, a native of the island of Guernsey, where she had never 
been and knew very little about. Carpe diem – seize the day - was 
engraved on Juliet’s paperweight which was rescued from the rubble of her 
beloved flat besides the Thames. Juliet lived by this philosophy and her 



love of books and writing had sustained her through the dark days of the 
war.  

 
“I wonder how the book got to Guernsey? Perhaps there is some sort 

of secret homing instinct in books that brings them to their perfect readers.” 
 
Charmed by the society’s name she wrote back asking for the history 

of the group and enclosed another book by Lamb. A gaggle of 
Guernseyites responded, from herbalist Isola, who loved the Brontës, to 
Booker, a Seneca-reading Jewish valet, who survived the war by 
masquerading as an English lord. 

 
Missing, though, was the group’s founder, the brave Elizabeth, who 

had been arrested for helping a slave worker and sent to France. Full of life, 
Elizabeth had loved to quote a poem by Matthew Arnold that begins,  

 
“Is it so small a thing/ To have enjoy’d the sun?”  
 

As the letters fly back and forth over the Channel, Juliet became more and 
more invested in the Society and almost as desperate as they were to learn 
what had happened to Elizabeth. Juliet had felt adrift since the war ended. 
She was between jobs. During the war, she wrote a humorous newspaper 
column that had been turned into a book called “Izzy Bickerstaff Goes to 
War.” But she had no idea what to write next. It is unusual to read of the 
process of searching for a suitable subject for a novel within a novel. 
Juliet’s uncertainty showed her vulnerability. But she was clearly a 
determined and strong character.  
 

Bold and independent for a woman of her time, she resembled 
Elizabeth. Both women had much in common. Elizabeth risked being 
shunned by society through her love affair with a German doctor. One 
islander Adelaide Addison wrote to Juliet to warn her not to have anything 
to do with Elizabeth or the group. Elizabeth had flouted moral convention 
by having a child outside marriage and with a German. Juliet not only 
ignored the letter but eventually stepped into Elizabeth’s shoes - renting her 
cottage and adopting Kit, Elizabeth’s daughter. Juliet recognised Elizabeth 
as a kindred spirit. 

 
We all enjoyed reading this novel. Warm hearted and a good read, 

one to curl up with on a rainy, gloomy day. we said. Slightly negative 
comments were qualified by positive ones. 

 
“rather cheesy and sentimental but irresistible”   



 
“a book to lift the spirits“ 
 
“predictable but very enjoyable” 
 
“Juliet and Elizabeth were independent spirits with minds of their own 

- very modern women – ahead of their time.” 
 
Juliet and Elizabeth’s voices appealed to us as modern independent 

– minded  readers. These two women were the centre points of the story 
and we became very fond of both of them. And of the islanders. 

 
Juliet’s wit was endearing, as were the discussion of authors from 

Catullus to Shakespeare. Sometimes, the two mingled, as when Juliet 
wrangleD a publisher’s address out of a flower delivery boy: 

 
 “I hope you don’t sack him; he seems a nice boy and he really had 

no alternative – I menaced him with ‘Remembrance of Things Past.”   
 
A novel written in letter form gave us deep personal insights into the 

feelings and views of the characters. It was sometimes frustrating, if there 
was not a reply one wanted to read, but overall it was an effective style. 
Telegrams added to the pace and fun. Juliet‘s friends Sidney and Sophie 
were constant correspondents. Juliet revealed more intimate thoughts to 
Sophie and more professional ones to Sidney. We learnt more about 
Sidney than Sophie. (Sophie is rather at a distance in Scotland, raising her 
young son.) Sidney was the independent woman’s best male friend – a 
caring, gay man. But in 1946 Sidney had to keep his sexuality a  secret, as 
it was illegal to be a practising homosexual. 

 
At the heart of the novel was a love story which moved in different 

directions. We were kept guessing. There were hints that Dawsey would be 
the romantic hero, his name is similar to the famous Darcy in Austen’s 
Pride and Prejudice. Rather too obvious, we commented. Dawsey 
somehow knew to send Juliet white lilacs, which were her favourite flowers. 
Juliet’s admirer in London, the rich and debonair American publisher 
Markham Reynolds, in some ways appeared to be a more suitable match 
for her. He seemed her intellectual equal. He wined and dined her and 
spoilt her and she is flattered by his attention. Having rejected her previous 
suitor for removing all of her books from her shelves, it’s clear that Juliet 
had a mind of her own and that books were vital to her happiness. Her 
friend and publisher Sidney Stark feared that if she married Mark she would 



never write another book. She would become a trophy wife and be caught 
up in an endless social whirl of entertaining. 

 
Dawsey was not an obvious hero. He was shy, stuttered and was 

backward in coming forward. Inexperienced with women, he was unable to 
easily show his feelings. Would they ever get it together? Isola was 
convinced that he was in love with Remy and even when she adopted the 
detective Miss Marple’s tactics, she misinterpreted the situation. 

 
Juliet finally plucked up the courage to propose to Dawsey. But we 

were left wondering whether Juliet, Dawsey and Kit would really live happily 
ever after. Juliet realised that she only wanted to marry someone who 
would  love Charles Lamb, Guernsey and Kit . And Dawsey was that man. 
But would Juliet be too dominant a force for Dawsey? Perhaps we will find 
out in a sequel. 

 
For all of the froth and the romance on the surface, Shaffer tackled 

the underlying serious effects of the occupation of the Channel Islands on 
the life of the people. No punches were spared. The grim reality was 
portrayed but often with humour. Lack of food was a daily problem. The 
islanders found ways to deceive the occupying Germans - the same dead 
pigs were produced as evidence on different occasions – which  enabled 
them to keep some pigs hidden and alive for themselves. The dreadful 
plight of the Todt workers was vividly shown and the revelation of 
Elizabeth’s eventual death in Ravensbruck was both a shock and a 
reminder of the full horror of the concentration camps in Europe. Remy, 
who had been with Elizabeth in Ravensbruck, found it was taboo in Paris  
to talk about her experiences. We discussed how common this reaction is 
after the trauma of a war. Survivors who  have been through hell and back 
often have to keep their stories to themselves.   

 
Thankfully there was a balanced picture of the German occupation. 

Christian, Elizabeth’s German lover, was clearly a very good and kind man 
and some other German soldiers tried to help the islanders when they 
could. Kicking potatoes from the back of lorries for the children to collect, 
taking medicine to a sick child. Insisting that provisions for the islanders 
sent by boat towards the end of the occupation by Churchill, were reserved 
for the islanders, even when the Germans themselves were going hungry. 
German respect for culture had enabled the literary society to take place. 

 
Bombed – out London was another feature. We saw the rubble 

through Juliet’s eyes and learnt of her work during the Blitz. It was 
surprising to discover that rationing was stricter in 1946 than during the war. 



A land fit for heroes to come back to, was certainly not the case. It must 
have been disheartening to return home from war to such a battered, grey, 
bankrupt environment. So many lives had been lost. Family life had been 
disrupted - children didn’t recognise their fathers.. 

 
Germany too had to be restored from the ashes of war, to create 

order from chaos.. A strong sense of purpose in rebuilding itself must have 
been an incentive, as Germany was flourishing again by the sixties. Britain 
had won the war but in many ways its people felt drained - economically 
and emotionally. (The introduction of the National Health Service in 1948 
was as a  response to the "five giants" (want, disease, squalor, ignorance, 
idleness) - a progressive step out of British post war gloom.) 

 
We liked the emotional honesty which underlined The Guernsey 

Literary and Potato Peel Society. Reading fiction about fact can be very 
effective as long as the background information is accurate. Mary Ann 
Shaffer had meticulously researched the period and it was an entertaining 
and moving picture of that time.The pleasure of reading danced off the 
pages. 

 
As Juliet wrote to Dawsey: 

 
“That’s what I love about reading: one tiny thing will interest you in a 

book, and that tiny thing will lead you on to another book, and another bit 
there will lead you on to a third book. It’s geometrically progressive - all with 
no end in sight, and for no other reason than sheer enjoyment.” 

 
Highly Recommended 
 
“A book about books – bound to be popular with reading groups.” 
 
A very good read. Light hearted but with serious themes. Moving, 

authentic and funny. A treat for any book lover. 
…. 
   


